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Habitat Restoration Restores Underwater Soundscapes and Larval Recruitment
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¹ Department of Biological Sciences and Institute of Environment, Florida International University, Miami, FL, United States, ² Department of Biological Sciences, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, United States, ³ Department of Environment and Sustainability, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, NY, United States

Habitat degradation alters many ecosystem processes, and the potential for the reestablishment of ecosystem function through restoration is an area of active research. Among marine systems, coastal habitats are particularly vulnerable to anthropogenic degradation and, in response, are the focus of marine ecological restoration. One of the crucial functions of structurally complex coastal habitats (e.g., saltmarshes, seagrass meadows, kelp forests, coral reefs) are as nurseries to coastal and offshore species, many of whose larvae utilize sound to locate suitable nursery habitat. However, the effect of habitat degradation and subsequent restoration on underwater soundscapes and their function as navigational cues for larvae is unexplored. We investigated these phenomena in sponge-dominated hardbottom habitat in the waters surrounding the middle Florida Keys (Florida, United States) that have been degraded in recent decades by massive sponge die-offs caused by harmful algal blooms. One of the consequences of sponge die-offs are dramatic changes in underwater sounds normally produced by sponge-associated animals. We tested whether soundscapes from healthy hardbottom habitat influenced larval recruitment, and then examined how hardbottom degradation and restoration with transplanted sponges affected underwater soundscapes and the recruitment of larval fishes and invertebrates. Larval assemblages recruiting to healthy areas were significantly different than those assemblages recruiting to either degraded or restored hardbottom areas. Fewer larvae recruited to degraded and restored areas compared to healthy hardbottom, particularly during the full moon. Experimental playback of healthy hardbottom soundscapes on degraded sites did not promote larval community differences although some individual species responded to the playback of healthy habitat soundscapes. These results indicate that habitat-associated soundscapes have idiosyncratic effects on larval settlement, which is diminished by the degradation of nursery habitat but can be reestablished with appropriate habitat restoration.
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INTRODUCTION

Environments unspoiled by humans no longer exist. The direct and indirect influences of anthropogenic disturbance have extensively altered earth’s environments for millennia, particularly since the onset of the Industrial Revolution (e.g., Boivin et al., 2016). For example, deforestation due to logging and agriculture in Brazil cleared between 4,571 and 7,989 km² of Amazonian rainforest per year between 2012 and 2017 (Figure 1 in Rochedo et al., 2018), reef-building coral cover in the Caribbean has declined by 50% since the 1970s (Jackson et al., 2014), and industrial fishing fleets have depleted stocks of once plentiful fishes (Myers and Worm, 2003). Human population density is three times higher in coastal than inland areas (Small and Nicholls, 2003), which focuses and exacerbates the effects of human habitation on estuarine and near-shore environments (Kennish, 2002).

Worldwide, anthropogenic stressors have degraded marine ecosystems, with nearly half of which affected by multiple stressors (Halpern et al., 2008). Coastal ecosystems are particularly vulnerable (Lotze and Miliwski, 2004), as are the vital ecological processes operating within them (Worm et al., 2006), such as productivity (Short and Wylie-Echeverria, 1996) and the provisioning of shelter (Hernkind et al., 1997). But few studies have examined the impact of habitat deterioration on the functioning of more enigmatic ecological phenomena - such as underwater soundscapes (Butler et al., 2016).

The pelagic larvae of many fishes, decapods (e.g., crabs and lobsters), bivalves (e.g., mussels and oysters), and corals use underwater sounds to locate nursery habitats (Tolimieri et al., 2000; Kingsford et al., 2002; Leis et al., 2002; Jeffs et al., 2005; Vermeij et al., 2010; Lillis et al., 2013). Unlike chemical cues carried by currents or visual cues that depend on the availability of light, underwater sound can carry biologically relevant information over long distances irrespective of water movement, turbidity, depth, or time of day (e.g., Myrberg, 1978).

Early studies of natural underwater sound in New Zealand and Australia determined that biogenic and geophysical noise generated along rocky coastal reefs could be detected 10-25 km offshore, providing a possible navigation cue for larvae searching for settlement habitat (Tait, 1962; Cato, 1978). More recent studies that broadcast reef noise at non-reef sites have revealed that some larval fish and decapods are attracted to underwater sounds produced at nursery habitats (Tolimieri et al., 2000, 2004). In fact, some reef fish and invertebrate larvae can discern habitat-associated differences in soundscapes and use specific components of reef noise to locate appropriate settlement sites, facilitating their recruitment. For example, Stanley et al. (2010, 2011, 2012) found that distinct acoustic spectra produced in natural rocky reefs altered the swimming behavior, induced settlement, and reduced the time to metamorphosis of larvae of five brachyuran crab species. Simpson et al. (2008) measured the response of a variety of settlement stage reef fish to the filtered components of reef noise (either 570 – 2,000 Hz or below 570 Hz) and found that the larvae preferred the 570 – 2,000 Hz frequency component of reef noise.

Because sound is used by many marine larvae as a navigational cue to locate nursery areas, habitat degradation has the potential to interrupt larval recruitment if it disrupts the acoustic properties of the habitat. Previously, we have described (Butler et al., 2016) how harmful algal blooms degraded hardbottom habitats in the Florida Keys (Florida, United States), which diminished soundscapes emanating from those habitats by killing large sponges that offer refuge to a variety of soniferous (i.e., sound-producing) animals. Healthy hardbottom habitat exhibits significantly higher spectral levels over the entire frequency bandwidth (0-24 kHz) as compared to degraded hardbottom; this was particularly evident during dusk on nights of the full moon, when healthy hardbottom spectra were up to 20 dB (re: 1 µPa/Hz) greater than degraded hardbottom spectra. Furthermore, that research also demonstrated that the reestablishment of sponges in those habitats restores the natural soundscape (see Figure 2 in Butler et al., 2016).

Therefore, we hypothesized that because habitat restoration can reestablish natural soundscapes, perhaps it also ameliorates the effect of soundscape deterioration on larval recruitment. To test this, we first conducted an experiment to determine whether playback of healthy hardbottom soundscapes within degraded areas prompted higher larval settlement. Then we quantified the settlement of larval and post-larval fish and invertebrates within areas affected and unaffected by habitat degradation (i.e., mass mortality of sponges), as well as areas undergoing habitat restoration via transplantation of sponges.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area

Our studies were carried out in Florida Bay and the nearshore (< 3 m deep) waters north of the middle Florida Keys (United States) where there is a mosaic of underwater habitats such as seagrass meadows, sand-mud bottom, mangrove-fringed islands, and sponge-dominated hardbottom. Over the past few decades this region has experienced substantial ecological change, including massive blooms of cyanobacteria that caused sponge die-offs over ∼500 km² of the central and southern portions of Florida Bay (Butler et al., 1995). Sponges dominate the animal biomass of hardbottom, filter the water column above these communities, and provide habitat and shelter for motile organisms (Butler et al., 1995). Thus, the near-complete loss of these crucial inhabitants of hardbottom has changed the ecological character of the environment (Valentine and Butler, 2019). To combat the loss of ecological functions, we have tested the feasibility of restoring sponge communities by transplanting portions of sponges taken from areas unaffected by the cyanobacteria blooms into areas degraded by the sponge die-offs (Butler et al., 2021). The present study takes advantage of those restoration efforts by utilizing some of the sites established in that project.

Does Settlement of Larvae Differ on Healthy, Degraded, and Restored Sites?

To test the effect of habitat degradation and subsequent habitat restoration on the settlement of larval fishes and invertebrates, nine sites were established in three different hardbottom areas: (1) three sites located in undisturbed, “healthy” hardbottom areas.
outside the region impacted by cyanobacteria blooms to serve as positive controls, (2) three sites within degraded hardbottom areas, and (3) three restored sites where sponges had been transplanted (in each 25 m × 25 m site: 9 species of sponge; 385 sponges) as part of our restoration study. These sites were selected from our previous work in which we characterized hardbottom soundscapes of Florida Bay and the Florida Keys and discovered that healthy hardbottom, degraded hardbottom, and restored hardbottom exhibited different acoustic characteristics (Butler et al., 2016).

At each site, three larval “shag” collectors were deployed in May 2013 and remained in the water until September 2013. The collectors were made of frayed rope woven into a mesh backing 50 cm wide by 100 cm long so as to mimic the physical structure of the bushy, macroalgae (mostly Laurencia spp.) that covers the substrate in hardbottom habitat and into which many types of fish and macroinvertebrate larvae settle. The collectors were secured by concrete blocks and suspended in the water column by buoys (Figure 1 inset). These collectors have been successfully used in previous larval settlement studies in the region (Herrnkind and Butler, 1994). We collected, preserved, and enumerated larvae from the collectors three days after new moon (n = 3) and full moon (n = 3) during that five-month period; thus, we had a total of 162 sampling units (9 sites x 3 collectors/sites x 6 moon phases). For sampling, the collectors were unclipped from their moorings and carefully slipped into a mesh bag (1 mm² mesh) before being hauled aboard a vessel where they were shaken ten times to dislodge larvae into the mesh bag. Following IACUC approved protocols, larvae were immediately preserved in 70% ethanol and later identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible (at least to genus).

Univariate ANOVAs were used to analyze the total number of larval recruits and number of species found within a site, where moon phase (new or full), habitat health (healthy, degraded, or restored), and their interaction were fixed factors. In addition, larval community assemblage data were Hellinger-transformed (Legendre and Gallagher, 2001) and analyzed using a PERMANOVA; moon phase, habitat health, and their interaction were fixed factors, and the random factor of site was nested within habitat health. The analysis was run using the vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2020) in R (R Core Team, 2020), and any significant differences attributed to fixed factors were analyzed using pairwise contrasts for levels of significant factors from the PERMANOVA, and p-values were Bonferroni-adjusted based on the number of contrasts.

Data were visually represented using 2-dimensional non-metric multidimensional scaling (2D-nMDS). The MDS algorithm relies on the rank order of samples, not the underlying

**FIGURE 1** | Example of healthy hardbottom habitat with many large sponges present, restored hardbottom habitat with sponge transplants attached to concrete pavers, and degraded hardbottom devoid of sponges (A–C, respectively). Panel (D) is a photo of a larval shag collector at an undisturbed hardbottom site; two of these were moored at each experimental site within each location.
dissimilarities, to create a map of relative distances between samples in a set number of dimensions that preserves the ranks among the samples. However, unlike metric ordination techniques such as principal components analysis that preserve the distance between samples, the axes of the nMDS plot represent only a coordinate system in ordination space onto which the samples are plotted, and not the components that drive sample differences (Pos et al., 2014).

**Does Healthy Hardbottom Sound Prompt Higher Larval Settlement?**

The “blank canvas” of barren hardbottom created by the sponge die-offs afforded us the opportunity to empirically test *in situ* whether settlement-stage larvae of fishes and invertebrates respond to the playback of hardbottom soundscapes. These hardbottom barren areas were devoid of sponges and their associated soniferous fauna, hence the underwater sounds that normally emanate from healthy, sponge-dominated hardbottom (e.g., the din of snapping shrimp or the “hoots” of toadfish; Butler et al., 2016) were also absent. A sound playback device, consisting of a Lubell Labs 916C underwater loudspeaker (frequency response 200 Hz – 20 kHz, 180 dB re 1 μPa output @ 1 kHz) connected to a waterproof barrel that housed a solid-state WAV player, an amplifier to drive the speaker, and an AGM battery to power the speaker/amplifier combination, was used to broadcast healthy hardbottom soundscapes within degraded hardbottom areas. The healthy hardbottom soundscapes were recorded on hardbottom areas in the Florida Keys lying outside the region subject to sponge die-offs. Eight recordings (\(n = 4\) during new moon, and \(n = 4\) during full moon) from separate healthy hardbottom areas were used for playback, one for each trial and matched to the appropriate moon phase, to avoid pseudoreplication of the soundscape cue. These healthy hardbottom recordings were made using a calibrated hydrophone system described in Butler et al. (2016), wherein a calibrated Aquarian Audio H2a omnidirectional hydrophone (Aquarian Audio Products; sensitivity −180 dB re: 1 V/μPa; flat frequency response 10 Hz – 100 kHz) was connected to a Roland R-05 solid-state WAV recorder (Roland Corporation; 48 kHz, 16 bit) housed within a waterproof container. From each acoustic recording of healthy hardbottom, we extracted a two-hour sound clip beginning half an hour before sunset to one and a half hours after sunset to encompass the evening snapping shrimp chorus. Each two-hour sound clip was then broadcasted on a loop throughout each night of the experiment.

Our access to expensive underwater speakers was limited, so we tested whether we needed a control treatment that employed a speaker system to broadcast degraded sounds, or whether we could use a silent structural mimic. We conducted a preliminary experiment comparing the recruitment of fish and invertebrate larvae to both a silent structural mimic of the speaker system versus a speaker system broadcasting degraded soundscapes at sites established in a degraded hardbottom area. For that test of controls, three larval collectors were deployed at two sites in degraded hardbottom habitat for five nights: two nights before to two nights after three new (Aug, Oct, Nov) and two full moon phases (Oct, Nov). An underwater speaker broadcasting degraded hardbottom soundscapes was deployed each evening of the trial at one site and a structural mimic of the speaker system was deployed at the second site as a silent control. Collectors were retrieved the morning following the last night of the trial and larvae were preserved for enumeration and identification as above. Two separate 2-factor fixed effect ANOVAs were used to test the effects of treatment and moon phase on the number of larvae and number of larval taxa recruiting onto each site, and a holistic larval community analysis via PERMANOVA (as described above) was also performed to test for differences between these two types of controls.

We found no differences between these two control types (see Results), thus we used silent controls with a structural mimic for the formal test of larval recruitment in response to healthy hardbottom soundscapes. Four hardbottom locations separated by at least 5 km within the degraded sponge die-off area were selected, and at each location two sites (one designated as a sound playback site, and one designated as a silent control site) were established 1 km apart to allow paired comparisons of larval settlement (Figure 1). Anderson et al. (2021) conducted an acoustic propagation experiment within hardbottom habitats of the Florida Keys and found that the signal-to-noise ratio for broadcasted sounds from our speaker system was nearly 0 dB at 1 km. Each location was used as an experimental replicate twice: once during a full moon trial (\(n = 4\)) and once during a new moon trial (\(n = 4\)). At the sound playback treatment site, the sound playback device was deployed on the evening of each night of the trial and recovered the next morning; at the silent control site a structural mimic of the sound playback device was deployed. On both the sound playback site and silent control site, two larval “shag” collectors were deployed on the first day of the trial and were retrieved the final day of the trial; thus, we had a total of 64 sampling units (4 locations × 2 collectors/site × 8 moon phases).

On each site, the collectors were placed in opposing directions ~10 m from either the playback device or the structural mimic. We ran a total of eight paired sound playback/silent control trials, wherein a single experimental trial lasted five nights: two nights prior to a moon phase of interest, either new moon or full moon, the night of the moon phase, and two nights post moon phase. After each five-day trial, the playback device and its mimic were retrieved as were the shag collectors.

Again, larval community assemblage data were Hellinger transformed (Legendre and Gallagher, 2001) and were analyzed via a two-way PERMANOVA (factor 1 = moon phase: new or full; factor 2 = treatment: sound playback or no sound control; \(n = 4\) within each combination of factors). Data were also visually represented using 2-dimensional non-metric multidimensional scaling (2D-nMDS).

**RESULTS**

**Does Settlement of Larvae Differ on Healthy, Degraded, and Restored Sites?**

We collected 10,391 recruits of 43 different species off the larval collectors deployed on the healthy, degraded, and restored hardbottom sites; crustaceans (40% of catch; 4,213 individuals of
seven species) and mollusks (44% of catch; 4,547 individuals of 16 species) dominated the catch. Overall, more larval and post-larval fish and invertebrates recruited into healthy hardbottom habitat (4,079 total; 805 ± 165.0 [median ± m.a.d.]) than into degraded or restored hardbottom (3,278 and 3,034 total; 416 ± 157.0 and 366 ± 243.0, respectively) (Figure 2A); however, these differences were non-significant. Median (± m.a.d.) total numbers of recruits during the new moon (healthy: 849 ± 200.0; restored: 527 ± 239.0; degraded: 302 ± 17.8), except at healthy sites (776 ± 86.0) (Figure 2A).

The two-way ANOVA indicated that moon phase significantly affected the number of recruits ($F_{1,12} = 6.09, p = 0.029$), whereas neither habitat health nor the interaction between moon phase and habitat health were significant (Supplementary Table 1).

In total, we collected 43 species of fishes and invertebrates. Thirty-four taxa recruited into healthy and degraded hardbottom (four species unique only to healthy hardbottom: *Astrea americana, Hippocampus* spp., *Littorina* spp., and *Eoacmaea pustulata*; two species unique only to degraded hardbottom: *Balistes capriscus* and *Percnon gibbesi*), and 32 taxa recruited into restored hardbottom (two unique species: *Lachnolaimus maximus* and *Macrocoeloma trispinosum*). The overall median number of taxa recruiting onto degraded, restored, and healthy hardbottom sites was 23 ± 4.4 (median ± m.a.d.), 20.5 ± 1.5, and 23 ± 1.5, respectively (Figure 2B). The median (± m.a.d.) number of taxa recruiting to all three hardbottom habitat types was greater during the new moon (degraded: 26 ± 1.5; restored: 22 ± 1.5; healthy: 24 ± 0.0, respectively) than during the full

---

**TABLE 1** PERMANOVA results testing the effects of habitat quality, moon phase, and site on larval community assemblage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habitat Quality</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5758</td>
<td>2.965</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon Phase</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7767</td>
<td>9.199</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1948</td>
<td>2.3074</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat Quality x Moon Phase</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1456</td>
<td>1.7248</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.3498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIGURE 2** Boxplots of larval collections within the three hardbottom types. Number of larval fish and invertebrates (A) and number of larval fish and invertebrate taxa (B) that settled on larval shag collectors during full moon (white) or new moon (gray) deployed at three types of hardbottom sites: degraded, restored, and healthy.
numbers of species recruited to both silent and sound playback single bivalve clam (*Seven* species of mollusks accounted for roughly 76% (2,005 collectors deployed on the experimental sites over the eight trials. This was particularly evident during full moon when collections of larvae in healthy hardbottom habitat were double those of degraded or restored habitats. Broadcasting the sound of healthy hardbottom in the midst of large, degraded areas did not alter overall larval communities; however, the recruitment of some types of larvae, particularly during the full moon, did respond to sound playback. This confirms the use of sound as a navigational cue by the larvae of some, but not all taxa that recruit into tropical hardbottom habitats.

**Habitat Degradation and Larval Settlement: A Role for Sound?**

Mounting evidence suggests that habitat degradation alters the properties of marine soundscapes, just as it does natural sounds in terrestrial habitats (Brumm, 2010; Shannon et al., 2015; Sordello et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2021). Piercy et al. (2014)
compared coral-reef soundscapes across a quality gradient and found that higher quality coral reefs are louder, suggesting that sounds may propagate farther from healthier reefs. Butler et al. (2016) found that degraded backreef hardbottom soundscapes were significantly quieter than healthy hardbottom soundscapes, but that restoring hardbottom habitat with transplanted sponges returned natural soundscape spectra to levels indistinguishable from healthy hardbottom. The degradation of habitat soundscapes in turn has ramifications for the larvae that use them to locate settlement habitat. For example, 8% more fish were attracted to playbacks of pre-degradation coral reef soundscapes as opposed to quieter post-degradation soundscapes after severe damage to Australia’s Great Barrier Reef (Gordon et al., 2018). Similarly, more coral larvae settle on Caribbean reefs in response to high-quality reef soundscapes than to soundscapes of low-quality reefs (Lillis et al., 2016).

Our results indicate that larval recruitment also differs between healthy and degraded hardbottom habitats. For instance, larvae from two families of fishes (Syngnathidae and Bleniidae) showed distinct differences in recruitment among habitats in this study and are known to respond to sound (Amorim, 1996), some of which may be cues produced by conspecifics (Colson et al., 1998). Recent laboratory work by Lillis et al. (2013) suggests that larvae of the oyster *Crassostrea virginica* settle in response to habitat-associated sound cues, and our study indicates that the bivalve clam *Lima spp.* may do the same. Testing the response of individual species to underwater sound cues has been limited but would be useful in confirming the taxon-specific results of experimental field studies such as ours. Moreover, information on the navigational cues that drive settlement behavior of marine larvae is crucial to understanding the patterns of recruitment of coastal species, many of commercial importance, and the potential disruption of their recruitment to coastal nurseries through direct (e.g., underwater anthropogenic noise) or indirect influences (e.g., habitat degradation).

One aspect of our results is perplexing. Our previous research (Butler et al., 2016) demonstrated that soundscapes emanating from restored sites were virtually identical to those soundscapes emanating from healthy sites; however, the present study found that natural recruitment differed between healthy hardbottom sites versus restored hardbottom and degraded hardbottom sites. Though not statistically different, we also found a trend that more larvae were attracted to collectors placed within degraded hardbottom areas near a speaker broadcasting sounds of healthy hardbottom versus collectors placed within degraded hardbottom areas where sounds were not broadcast (510 larvae collected at sound playback sites versus 386 larvae collected at silent control sites). Thus, we would have expected recruitment of similar larval communities into healthy and restored hardbottom areas.

Several factors can explain why the larval assemblages collected on restored hardbottom sites were more similar to communities collected within degraded hardbottom areas versus

---

**FIGURE 3** Two-dimensional non-metric multidimensional scaling plot showing groupings of healthy, restored, and degraded hardbottom sites. Healthy hardbottom is displayed in green, restored hardbottom is displayed in blue, and degraded hardbottom is displayed in red. Darker color shades indicate new moon and lighter color shades indicate full moon. Overlapping ellipsoids indicate similarity between groups, and species vectors indicate the top five species that influenced the ordination.
healthy areas. The hardbottom restoration sites that we used are small (25 m × 25 m) and have only been in existence <5 years, so the sponge communities are not yet fully recovered, and we do not know how far sounds from these restored areas travel through the water. Perhaps the sound produced by small, restored sponge habitat “islands” does not propagate far enough to attract settling larvae. In contrast, our previous work in the area (Anderson et al., 2021) found that tones broadcast from our playback systems at 115 dB re: 1 µPa were detectable nearly half a kilometer away, thus perhaps the healthy hardbottom soundscapes broadcast during this experiment were transmitted (in both the pressure and particle motion domains) much farther than the sounds emanating from the small, restored hardbottom sites. If so, the experimental broadcasting of sounds probably attracted larvae from further away than did the sponges transplanted onto restoration sites, thus explaining the observed differences in larval recruitment between restoration sites and experimental sound playback sites.

Habitat-associated soundscapes likely work in concert with other cues used by larvae to find suitable settlement sites. Perhaps incoming larvae searching for settlement sites use underwater sounds to orient toward the appropriate habitat at distances relevant to underwater sound propagation [e.g., hundreds of meters to several kilometers (Jeffs et al., 2003; Radford et al., 2010)], yet once these larvae home in on the appropriate habitat, they might use visual or chemical cues to find their exact settlement sites. In this respect, our small hardbottom restoration sites might not produce the visual, chemical, or other cues necessary to induce settlement of incoming larvae, which could explain why larval assemblages on restored hardbottom sites were more similar to assemblages found on degraded sites.

Habitat-Associated Sounds and Larval Attraction
Underwater sound is unique among the host of cues that the larvae of marine organisms use during settlement (see Kingsford et al. (2002) for review) because it propagates up to tens of kilometers, depending upon acoustic frequency, water depth, and physical barriers and does so regardless of current. Thus,
underwater sound can carry biologically relevant information to distant larvae (Jeffs et al., 2003; Radford et al., 2010). Still, a larva must possess the sensory abilities to detect and respond to different information within the soundscape. Studies more recent than Kingsford et al. (2002) have extended the list of species that possess the sensory abilities necessary to use underwater sound to respond to acoustic stimuli (Vermeij et al., 2010; Stanley et al., 2011, 2012; Lillis et al., 2013).

Sound appears to be an important cue to larvae recruiting into a variety of temperate coastal habitats (Colson et al., 1998; Tolimieri et al., 2004; Radford et al., 2010; Stanley et al., 2012; Lillis et al., 2013). In tropical systems, most studies of underwater sound and larval recruitment have focused on coral-reef habitats (Vermeij et al., 2010; Staaterman et al., 2013; Lillis et al., 2016; Gordon et al., 2018; Salas et al., 2018), where sound again appears to be an important navigational cue for many species, particularly fishes. However, we are aware of only one other publication on underwater sound in tropical backreef environments besides our own—the work by Wilson et al. (2013) measuring sound in seagrass meadows.

The backreef habitats in south Florida are a mosaic of inter-linked tropical habitats (i.e., seagrass, mud-sand bottom, hardbottom, mangrove) among which animals at various life stages interact and energy is transferred. Seagrass and mangroves are well known nurseries for coral-reef associated species (Herrnkind et al., 1997; Nagelkerken et al., 2000; Heck et al., 2003). But back-reef hardbottom habitats dominated by sponges are also crucial nursery habitats for many of the same reef species, as well as other ecologically and commercially important species such as spiny lobster, stone crab, and commercial sponges (Herrnkind and Butler, 1994; Butler et al., 2017). We previously characterized the soundscapes of mangrove, seagrass, and hardbottom habitats including “healthy” sites unaffected by HABs and HAB degraded sites (Butler et al., 2016). The backreef habitats in south Florida are a mosaic of inter-linked tropical habitats (i.e., seagrass, mud-sand bottom, hardbottom, mangrove) among which animals at various life stages interact and energy is transferred. Seagrass and mangroves are well known nurseries for coral-reef associated species (Herrnkind et al., 1997; Nagelkerken et al., 2000; Heck et al., 2003). But back-reef hardbottom habitats dominated by sponges are also crucial nursery habitats for many of the same reef species, as well as other ecologically and commercially important species such as spiny lobster, stone crab, and commercial sponges (Herrnkind and Butler, 1994; Butler et al., 2017). The backreef habitats in south Florida are a mosaic of inter-linked tropical habitats (i.e., seagrass, mud-sand bottom, hardbottom, mangrove) among which animals at various life stages interact and energy is transferred. Seagrass and mangroves are well known nurseries for coral-reef associated species (Herrnkind et al., 1997; Nagelkerken et al., 2000; Heck et al., 2003). But back-reef hardbottom habitats dominated by sponges are also crucial nursery habitats for many of the same reef species, as well as other ecologically and commercially important species such as spiny lobster, stone crab, and commercial sponges (Herrnkind and Butler, 1994; Butler et al., 2017). The backreef habitats in south Florida are a mosaic of inter-linked tropical habitats (i.e., seagrass, mud-sand bottom, hardbottom, mangrove) among which animals at various life stages interact and energy is transferred. Seagrass and mangroves are well known nurseries for coral-reef associated species (Herrnkind et al., 1997; Nagelkerken et al., 2000; Heck et al., 2003). But back-reef hardbottom habitats dominated by sponges are also crucial nursery habitats for many of the same reef species, as well as other ecologically and commercially important species such as spiny lobster, stone crab, and commercial sponges (Herrnkind and Butler, 1994; Butler et al., 2017).
low-frequency sounds in the ∼300 Hz frequency range that are most likely fish calls. In contrast, seagrass beds were far quieter, as were degraded hardbottom sites whose soundscape spectra were similar to that of seagrass beds. Clearly, nearshore tropical habitats have unique soundscapes, but how important is sound as a cue for larvae that seek those habitats? Though the PERMANOVA on the larval assemblages recruiting to our sound playback versus silent control sites did not indicate an overall difference in the community, our results indicate that the response of larvae to underwater soundscape cues is idiosyncratic for each species. It appears that some taxa, especially molluscs and crustaceans, use sounds associated with hardbottom habitat, likely in conjunction with other cues (e.g., chemical or visual cues) to find settlement sites. Examination of the species locations in the ordination space compared to the treatment vectors (Figure 5) shows trends of how individual species responded to moon phase and treatment. For example, species that lie close to the ends of the Sound/No Sound vector showed a trend of attraction to healthy hardbottom soundscapes (e.g., Lima or Panulirus argus) when close to the “Sound” end of the vector, or conversely showed a trend of aversion to the healthy hardbottom soundscapes (e.g., Paracrinus or Bulla). Similarly, along the moon phase axis the gastropod molluscs Columbella exhibited higher recruitment during the new moon versus the full moon (i.e., its location is closer to the “New Moon” end of the vector). Species lying in the quadrants created by the treatment vectors exhibit influences from both moon phase and sound treatment. For example, Cerithium (a gastropod) and Menippe (a crab) lie within the quadrant created by the Full Moon x No Sound treatment and exhibit higher recruitment during the full moon at our silent control sites.

Additionally, we did not measure the particle motion component of underwater sound at our playback or silent control sites. Because larvae of marine organisms – particularly invertebrates – likely sense this component of underwater sound, we hope to measure both acoustic pressure and particle motion in playback experiments during the next phase of our research. We will also compare larval recruitment when playing back degraded soundscapes versus healthy soundscapes so we can further rule out whether an increase in particle motion produced from the underwater speaker increased recruitment at playback sites rather than larvae selecting healthy soundscapes based on their spectral composition.

It is also important to know whether playback was representative of in situ healthy habitats, especially given that the sites were relatively shallow (< 3 m depth) which could lead to scattering/distortion of the broadcast sound (Urick, 1983). Unfortunately, we do not have recordings of the playback system as it broadcasted pre-recorded hardbottom soundscapes in situ. Within such a shallow water environment with complex seabed features (e.g., rugose limestone bedrock) the acoustic propagation would likely be affected by scattering and attenuation. However, some of our similar work in the area (Anderson et al., 2021) used the same acoustic playback devices and measured the attenuation of sine-wave tones (100, 500, 1000, 1500, and 2,000 Hz) at an amplitude of 115 dB re: 1 uPa, and we found little distortion.

Regardless, our study highlights that habitat degradation alters larval recruitment and that the loss of habitat-associated sounds likely plays a role in driving differences in larval settlement of some species. As the science of restoration ecology expands, setting realistic and attainable goals for restoration efforts will become increasingly important. There have been numerous calls for research that quantifies not only how restoration returns habitat structure, but also ecological function to degraded areas (French-McCay et al., 2003; Nilsson et al., 2016; Wortley et al., 2016). Such information will provide a fuller understanding of the key ecological drivers of ecosystem function and perhaps more clarity as to the most effective means to restore those functions - even enigmatic ecological characteristics like soundscapes.
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